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Miller™ is about building things that matter. We 
lead the welding industry in building advanced, 
solution-focused products and meeting crucial 
needs for welding safety and health. 

We’re about the partnership and work. Our 
Products are designed with our users for  
manufacturing, fabrication, construction, aviation, 
motorsports, education, agriculture, and marine 
applications. 

Miller Electric Mfg. LLC, is headquartered in 
Appleton, Wisconsin, and wholly owned by Illinois 
Tool Works (NYSE: ITW). The company maintains 
its industry leadership by setting the standard for 
reliability, quality, and responsiveness. 

This company began with an innovation that 
responded to customer needs, growing from a 
one-man operation in 1929, to the world’s  
largest manufacturer of arc welding products. 
Miller keeps the tradition alive by focusing on its 
top priority: people.

The Power of Blue®

In 1929, Niles C. Miller recognized the need for 
a small, affordable arc welder that would operate 
on the type of electricity readily available in rural 
Wisconsin. His simple, non-rotating AC welder was 
smaller, lighter, and less expensive than DC units 
available at the time. 

In 1935, Miller Electric invented the world’s first 
high-frequency stabilized AC industrial welder. 
We continue to innovate equipment to further 
strengthen our position as a world leader in the 
welding industry.

As Miller looks to the future and continues to take 
innovative steps to manufacture the best prod-
ucts, the company recognizes that the greatest 
“Power of Blue” is not in the products but in the 
talented people. 

Our Company
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Scholarships
Miller Electric Mfg. LLC Scholarships

https://www.aws.org/foundation/page/miller-electric-mfg-co-scholarship

Miller is dedicated to providing innovative business-building solutions and ideas, which are driven by 
the company's unique customer-intense focus.

The partnership between Miller Electric and AWS provides financial assistance to those individuals 
interested in pursuing a career in welding engineering technology, or welding engineering.
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Instructor Resources
The Instructor web page is a useful tool for instructors to find information and resources for the 
classroom and the lab. Use this site to find welding training related articles, welding resources for the 
classroom, sign up for the Instructor e-newsletter, and find recommended equipment and filler metals.

https://www.millerwelds.com/industries/welding-education-and-training

OpenBook™ an easy tool to assign and 
deliver welding content.

Presentations and Quizzes
Enhances OpenBook experience for classroom review.

Order Posters for your classroom.

GMAW-S Drag (Short circuit MIG)

MillerWelds.com
© 2013 Miller Electric Mfg. Co. #263868 
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Wire Type: 0.035 ER70S-6 (Quantum Arc 6) Transfer Mode: Short Circuit (SCMT)

Shielding Gas: 75% Argon / 25% Carbon Dioxide Travel Direction: Backhand (Drag)

Base Metal: 1/8 in. Cold Rolled Carbon Steel Nozzle Diameter: 5/8 in.

Decreased Increased

A baseline weld was made using automated welding equipment. Voltage, Wire Feed Speed, Travel Speed and 

Contact-Tip-to-Work Distance were then adjusted individually from baseline weld settings to illustrate how 

each parameter affects a fillet weld when raised and lowered.  Icons in grey indicate the specific parameter 

adjusted; in the case of amperage, the icon represents the value measured.  
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Pulse/      Pass TECHNIQUES
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This is a basic set-up and technique guide to welding the fill and cap passes on pipe with the Miller 

PipeWorx 400 System or the PipeWorx 350 FieldPro™ System using Pulsed (GMAW-P) Gas Metal Arc 

Welding Transfer methods.

Pulsed MIG (GMAW-P) 
Fill and Cap Pass Welding

Start and Stop arc at the 1:30 position.

Rotate pipe towards you while maintaining 
the arc between 1:30 to 2:00.

Weave from side to side in a Z-pattern. Move 
quick through the middle and pause on the 
sides.

Deposit stringer beads with the arc cone 
directed at the toes of the previous weld for 
sufficient tie in.

Avoid weaving as gravity could cause cold 
lap on the bottom portion of the weld.

Start at the at 6:00 position.

Weave from side to side in a Z-pattern while 
traveling up the pipe. Move quick through 
the middle and pause on the sides.

End at the 12:00 position.

Deposit stringer beads with the arc cone 
directed at the toes of the previous weld for 
sufficient tie in.

Avoid weaving as gravity could cause cold 
lap on the bottom portion of the weld.

Use a 5/8 in. straight nozzle 
and tip to ensure proper 
shielding gas coverage.

Pulsed Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW-P) using the PipeWorx 400 System 
or the PipeWorx 350 FieldPro™ System provides a shorter arc length, 
narrower arc cone and less heat input than traditional pulsed spray 
transfer systems. Since the process is closed-loop, arc wandering and 
variations in tip-to-work distances are virtually eliminated. This provides 
easier puddle control for both in-position and out-of-position welding, 
reducing welder training time. The process also improves fusion and 
fill at the toe of the weld, permitting higher travel speeds and higher 
deposition. This process coupled with RMD® for root pass welding permits 
welding procedures with one wire and one gas to eliminate process 
switch-over time.

 - Ideally suited to fill and cap pass welding
 - Easier puddle control than conventional spray pulse 
 - Shorter arc lengths and narrow arc cone for out-of-position welding
 - More tolerant of tip-to-work variation
 - Improve fusion and fill at toe of weld
 - Less heat input reduces interpass cooling time and improves weld 

cycle time
 - Enables one-wire with one-gas weld procedures Pu
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Fixed current beginning points

Voltage

Pulse Wave Forms for Amps and Volts

Current

Taught Peak 
Voltage

CC Ramps

Min Current Limit

Taught Back-
ground Voltage

CV Peak CV Peak

CV Background CV Background

Prior to welding each layer, prepare 
the weld for the Fill and Cap passes by 
grinding:

 - All high spots

 - All arc starts and Stops

 - All tie-ins

 - Any excessive silicon islands

For the 1G and 5G positions, 
use a Z-weave pattern for fill 
and cap passes.
Move quickly across the 
middle and pause at the 
sides to ensure the weld 
fuses and fills in along the 
toes of the weld.

Maintain a perpendicular 
Travel Angle (90 degrees).

Maintain a contact tip to 
work distance of 3/8 in. to 
5/8 in. 

# 272 426   

When it comes to choosing the right MIG transfer process for your application, there 

are many variables to consider. How thick is the metal? How important is a good bead? 

How will the final product be used? Find the answers to your questions below.

Short Circuit Transfer

Short Circuit Transfer

Advantages
●  Suitable for thin materials
●  Good for: 
 -  Out-of-position work
	 -  Open root
	 -  Poor fit-up 

Limitations
●  Lack of penetration on 
    thicker materials
●  Unsuitable for aluminum
●  Produces spatter

Common Applications
●  Sheet metal
●  Automotive repair and 
    restoration
●  Root passes on pipe

Spray Transfer

Advantages
●  High deposition
●  Good fusion and penetration
●  Good bead appearance
●  Ideal for larger-diameter wires
●  Very little spatter

Limitations
●   Suitable only on material  

thicker than 1/8 in.
●  Effective only in the flat and 
    horizontal fillet positions
●  Good fit-up is always required

Common Applications
●  Heavy plate
●  Aluminum
●  High volume manufacturing

Spray Transfer

Generally not 
recommended 
for use
●  Excessive spatter
●  High risk for:
 -  Incomplete penetration
 -  Cold lap
 -  Incomplete fusion

Globular Transfer

Pulse Spray Transfer

Advantages
●  Effective in all positions
●  No spatter
●   Suitable for thick or thin  

materials
●   Perfect for joining all weldable 

metals

Limitations
●  Equipment is more expensive
●  Cannot be used on poor fit-up 
●  Difficult to use on open root

Common Applications
●  Sheet metal
●  Heavy plate
●  Aluminum, stainless steel, 
   carbon steel and exotic metals
●  Automotive
●  Heavy equipment
●  Piping systems

Pulsed Spray Transfer

MillerWelds.com
© 2012 Miller Electric Mfg. Co.

Grant Assistance Tool

Want to Write a Successful Grant Applicaiton?
Are you a welding instructor or training program administrator 

looking for grant resources to fund new equipment or classroom 
upgrades? Get the free Grant Assistance Tool today.
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OpenBook™ is a FREE software application or web-based technology used to plan, implement, and 
assess learning processes. OpenBook provides welding instructors with an easy tool to assign and 
deliver welding content, create quizzes, download welding labs, monitor student participation, assess 
and report student progress and performance. OpenBook welding assignments can be utilized with 
Miller Training Solutions like AugmentedArc™ and LiveArc™.

Miller OpenBook™

Ideal for high school and post-secondary  
welding programs

(Aligns with Miller Books available for FREE on iTunes)

•  Implement materials that fit your curriculum and 
learning objectives, including:

- e-Learning modules 
- Weld lab activities
- Compatible with Miller 
  AugmentedArc® 
- Course builder 
- Quiz builder 
- Lab builder
- Custom certificate of completion

• Track individual student progress

• All material aligns with AWS standards

•  Interactive, stimulating learning includes  
videos and activities

• Quick, digestible segments

• Mobile friendly 

- Easy to access homework from anywhere 
- Students can check grades and status

• Certificate of achievement awarded from Miller 
and Hobart for pre-curated courses.

FREE TEACHING MATERIAL

Customize Your Classroom

Motivate & Engage Students

For details, visit OpenBook.MillerWelds.com
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Classroom Posters
Miller Posters

Hobart® PostersMiller Posters Part # Pricing
Welding Careers 285070 FREE

FCAW-G 263872 FREE

FCAW-S 263873 FREE

Welding Positions 261666 FREE

Welding Joint Types 261664 FREE

GMAW SCMT DRAG 263868 FREE

GMAW SCMT PUSH 263869 FREE

GMAW Spray 263870 FREE

GMAW PULSE 263871 FREE

Good & Bad Welds 211604 FREE

Good & Bad Welds—Spanish 257992 FREE

MIG Processes 261665 FREE

PipeWorx Pulse Fill and Cap 272426 FREE

PipeWorx RMD Root 272427 FREE

Safety 172103 FREE

OXY-Fuel Safety #1 270131 FREE

OXY-Fuel Safety #2 270132 FREE

OXY-Fuel Safety #3 270133 FREE

OXY-Fuel Safety #4 270134 FREE

OXY-Fuel Safety #5 270135 FREE

OXY-Fuel Safety #6 270136 FREE

Complete Set of Miller Classroom Posters 
(19) 274532 FREE

Hobart Posters Part # Pricing
Oven Storage & Reconditioning of 
Stick Electrodes

275468 FREE

AWS Classifications 275469 FREE

Tension, Strength & Impact Tests 275471 FREE

Electrode Technical Information 275472 FREE

Causes and Cures of Common Weld-
ing Troubles

275473 FREE

Complete Set of Hobart Classroom 
Posters (5)

275474 FREE

Poster ordering information

Call: 1-866-931-9732     or     E-mail: literature@MillerWelds.com

When it comes to choosing the right MIG transfer process for your application, there 

are many variables to consider. How thick is the metal? How important is a good bead? 

How will the final product be used? Find the answers to your questions below.

Short Circuit Transfer

Short Circuit Transfer

Advantages
●  Suitable for thin materials
●  Good for: 
 -  Out-of-position work
	 -  Open root
	 -  Poor fit-up 

Limitations
●  Lack of penetration on 
    thicker materials
●  Unsuitable for aluminum
●  Produces spatter

Common Applications
●  Sheet metal
●  Automotive repair and 
    restoration
●  Root passes on pipe

Spray Transfer

Advantages
●  High deposition
●  Good fusion and penetration
●  Good bead appearance
●  Ideal for larger-diameter wires
●  Very little spatter

Limitations
●   Suitable only on material  

thicker than 1/8 in.
●  Effective only in the flat and 
    horizontal fillet positions
●  Good fit-up is always required

Common Applications
●  Heavy plate
●  Aluminum
●  High volume manufacturing

Spray Transfer

Generally not 
recommended 
for use
●  Excessive spatter
●  High risk for:
 -  Incomplete penetration
 -  Cold lap
 -  Incomplete fusion

Globular Transfer

Pulse Spray Transfer

Advantages
●  Effective in all positions
●  No spatter
●   Suitable for thick or thin  

materials
●   Perfect for joining all weldable 

metals

Limitations
●  Equipment is more expensive
●  Cannot be used on poor fit-up 
●  Difficult to use on open root

Common Applications
●  Sheet metal
●  Heavy plate
●  Aluminum, stainless steel, 
   carbon steel and exotic metals
●  Automotive
●  Heavy equipment
●  Piping systems

Pulsed Spray Transfer

MillerWelds.com
© 2012 Miller Electric Mfg. Co.
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RMD/Root Pass TECHNIQUES

MillerWelds.com
© 2015 Miller Electric Mfg. Co.

This is a basic set-up and technique guide to welding the root pass on pipe with the Miller PipeWorx 

400 System or the PipeWorx 350 FieldPro™ System using RMD® (Regulated Metal Deposition).

RMD® 
Root Pass Welding

Start and Stop the arc on a tack at the 1:30 
position.

Rotate pipe away while maintaining the arc 
at the 1:30 to 2:00 position.

Hold the arc in the center of the weld pool.

Start the weld on a tack or side wall 

Hold the arc in the center of the weld puddle 
(A slight weave can be used to achieve a 
flatter bead) 

Maintain a 10 to 15° drag angle

Start the weld on a tack or side wall 

Hold the arc in the center of the weld puddle 
(A slight weave can be used to achieve a 
flatter bead) 

Maintain a 10 to 15° drag angle

Start on the tack at 12:00 position.

12:00 to 1:00 - Weave quickly side to side.

1:00 to 5:00 - Hold arc in center of joint.
 
5:00 to 6:00 - Weave quickly side to side.

Stop on a tack at 6:00.

Start welds on a tack or side 
wall to help establish the 
weld puddle. 

Stop welding on a tack or 
side wall to avoid pin hole 
porosity.

Bevel pipe end to 37.5° 
(standard pipe bevel) 
leaving a knife edge to 1/16 
in. (1.6 mm) root face.

Align pipe ends together 
leaving a minimum of 1/8 
in. (3.2 mm) root opening.

A precisely controlled short-circuit metal transfer that provides a calm, 
stable arc and weld puddle. This provides less chance of cold lap or lack 
of fusion, less spatter and a higher quality root pass on pipe. The stability 
of the weld process lessens the weld puddle manipulation required by 
the welder and is more tolerant to hi-lo conditions, reducing training 
requirements. Weld bead profiles are thicker than conventional root 
pass welds which can eliminate the need for a hot pass, improving weld 
productivity. In some stainless steel application, it may be possible to 
eliminate the backing (purge) gas to further improve productivity and 
reduce welding costs.

 - Ideally suited to root pass welding
 - Consistent side wall fusion
 - Less weld spatter
 - Tolerant to hi-lo fit-up conditions
 - More tolerant of tip-to-work distance
 - Less welder training time
 - Thicker root passes can eliminate hot pass
 - Eliminate backing gas on some stainless steel applications
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1/16-3/32 in.
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Root Face
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90
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TACK WELDS
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RMD® Ball Transfer

<-Wet-> Pinch Clear Blink Ball Background Pre-short

Current
Wave Form
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Hold the arc in the center of 
the weld pool.  
If too far back in the weld 
pool, the arc will become 
unstable. 
If too far forward, the wire 
will push through and leave 
wire on the back of the joint.

Tack pipe ends together in 
four locations approximately 
90° apart and 1 in. (25.4 
mm) long on pipe that is 
6 in. (152.4 mm) or larger 
diameter. Use appropriate
sized tack welds on smaller 
pipe. 

Use a tapered nozzle and 
a tapered contact tip for 
proper gas coverage
and better visibility of the
weld pool.

Start welds on a tack or side 
wall to help establish the 
weld puddle. Stop welding on 
a tack or side wall to avoid 
pin hole porosity in the weld 
crater.
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GMAW-S Drag (Short circuit MIG)
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Wire Type: 0.035 ER70S-6 (Quantum Arc 6) Transfer Mode: Short Circuit (SCMT)

Shielding Gas: 75% Argon / 25% Carbon Dioxide Travel Direction: Backhand (Drag)

Base Metal: 1/8 in. Cold Rolled Carbon Steel Nozzle Diameter: 5/8 in.

Decreased Increased

A baseline weld was made using automated welding equipment. Voltage, Wire Feed Speed, Travel Speed and 

Contact-Tip-to-Work Distance were then adjusted individually from baseline weld settings to illustrate how 

each parameter affects a fillet weld when raised and lowered.  Icons in grey indicate the specific parameter 

adjusted; in the case of amperage, the icon represents the value measured.  
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FCAW-G (Gas-Shielded FLux Core)
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Wire Type: 0.052 E71T-1 (ExcelArc 71) Transfer Mode: FCAW/Spray

Shielding Gas: 75% Argon / 25% Carbon Dioxide Travel Direction: Backhand (Drag)

Base Metal: 1/4 in. Cold Rolled Carbon Steel Nozzle Diameter: 5/8 in.

Decreased Increased

A baseline weld was made using automated welding equipment. Voltage, Wire Feed Speed, Travel Speed and 

Contact-Tip-to-Work Distance were then adjusted individually from baseline weld settings to illustrate how 

each parameter affects a fillet weld when raised and lowered.  Icons in grey indicate the specific parameter 

adjusted; in the case of amperage, the icon represents the value measured.  
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Pulse/      Pass TECHNIQUES
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This is a basic set-up and technique guide to welding the fill and cap passes on pipe with the Miller 

PipeWorx 400 System or the PipeWorx 350 FieldPro™ System using Pulsed (GMAW-P) Gas Metal Arc 

Welding Transfer methods.

Pulsed MIG (GMAW-P) 
Fill and Cap Pass Welding

Start and Stop arc at the 1:30 position.

Rotate pipe towards you while maintaining 
the arc between 1:30 to 2:00.

Weave from side to side in a Z-pattern. Move 
quick through the middle and pause on the 
sides.

Deposit stringer beads with the arc cone 
directed at the toes of the previous weld for 
sufficient tie in.

Avoid weaving as gravity could cause cold 
lap on the bottom portion of the weld.

Start at the at 6:00 position.

Weave from side to side in a Z-pattern while 
traveling up the pipe. Move quick through 
the middle and pause on the sides.

End at the 12:00 position.

Deposit stringer beads with the arc cone 
directed at the toes of the previous weld for 
sufficient tie in.

Avoid weaving as gravity could cause cold 
lap on the bottom portion of the weld.

Use a 5/8 in. straight nozzle 
and tip to ensure proper 
shielding gas coverage.

Pulsed Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW-P) using the PipeWorx 400 System 
or the PipeWorx 350 FieldPro™ System provides a shorter arc length, 
narrower arc cone and less heat input than traditional pulsed spray 
transfer systems. Since the process is closed-loop, arc wandering and 
variations in tip-to-work distances are virtually eliminated. This provides 
easier puddle control for both in-position and out-of-position welding, 
reducing welder training time. The process also improves fusion and 
fill at the toe of the weld, permitting higher travel speeds and higher 
deposition. This process coupled with RMD® for root pass welding permits 
welding procedures with one wire and one gas to eliminate process 
switch-over time.

 - Ideally suited to fill and cap pass welding
 - Easier puddle control than conventional spray pulse 
 - Shorter arc lengths and narrow arc cone for out-of-position welding
 - More tolerant of tip-to-work variation
 - Improve fusion and fill at toe of weld
 - Less heat input reduces interpass cooling time and improves weld 

cycle time
 - Enables one-wire with one-gas weld procedures Pu
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Prior to welding each layer, prepare 
the weld for the Fill and Cap passes by 
grinding:

 - All high spots

 - All arc starts and Stops

 - All tie-ins

 - Any excessive silicon islands

For the 1G and 5G positions, 
use a Z-weave pattern for fill 
and cap passes.
Move quickly across the 
middle and pause at the 
sides to ensure the weld 
fuses and fills in along the 
toes of the weld.

Maintain a perpendicular 
Travel Angle (90 degrees).

Maintain a contact tip to 
work distance of 3/8 in. to 
5/8 in. 

# 272 426   MillerWelds.com

The standardized alphanumeric system shown below is used to specify a fillet weld or a 

groove weld, and whether the weld is to take place in the flat, horizontal, vertical or overhead 

position. Knowing this alphanumeric system will help you make the right weld every time.

Groove WeldFillet Weld
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Electrode

Tensile in ksi

Position

Type of coating and current

Chemical composition of weld metal deposit

E8018-B2

Low Alloy  
Covered Electrodes

Electrode

Tensile in ksi

Position

Type of coating and current

Meets lower temperature impact requirements

Hydrogen: H4 = Less than 4 ml/100 g. H8 = Less than 8 ml/100 g

Meets requirements of absorbed moisture test

E7018-1 H4R

Mild Steel Covered Electrodes,  
SMAW Process

Chemical Composition of Solid Wires Using CO2 Shielding Gas

AWS 
classification

Shielding 
gas

Tensile
Strength 
ksi (MPa)

Yield
Strength 
ksi (MPa)

% Elongation 
min. in 2"
(50 mm)

Impact strength
Min.

ft-lbs at °F (J at °C)

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

C Mn Si P S Ni Cr Mo Cu Other

ER70S-2 C02 70 (500) 60 (420) 22 20 at -20 (27 at -29) .07 .90-1.40 .40-.70 .025 .035 — — — .50 Ti, Zr, Al

ER70S-3 C02 70 (500) 60 (420) 22 20 at 0 (27 at -18) .06-.15 .90-1.40 .45-.70 .025 .035 — — — .50 —

ER70S-4 C02 70 (500) 60 (420) 22 — .07-.15 1.00-1.50 .65-.85 .025 .035 — — — .50 —

ER70S-5 C02 70 (500) 60 (420) 22 — .07-.19 .90-1.40 .30-.60 .025 .035 — — — .50 Al

ER70S-6 C02 70 (500) 60 (420) 22 20 at -20 (27 at -29) .07-.15 1.40-1.85 .80-1.15 .025 .035 — — — .50 —

ER70S-7 C02 70 (500) 60 (420) 22 20 at -20 (27 at  -29) .07-.15 1.50-2.00 .50-.80 .025 .035 — — — .50 —

ER80S-D2 C02 80 (550) 68 (470) 17 20 at -20 (27 at -29) .07-.12 1.60-2.10 .50-.80 .025 .025 .15 — .40-.60 .50 —

Chemical Composition of Weld Metal Deposit
AWS Suffix C Mn Si Ni Cr Mo V P S Cr Al Nb N

E7018 A1 0.12 0.90* .80 — — .40-.65 — .03 .03

E8018 B2L .05 .90 0.80 — 1.00-1.50 .40-.65 — .03 .03

E8018 B2 .05-.12 .90 0.80 — 1.00-1.50 .40-.65 — .03 .03

E9018 B3L .05 .90 0.80* — 2.00-2.50 .90-1.20 — .03 .03

E9018 B3 .05-.12 .90 0.80* — 2.00-2.50 .90-1.20 — .03 .03

E8018 B6 .05-.10 1.0 .90 .40 4.0-6.0 .45-.65 — .03 .03

E8018 B8 .05-.10 1.0 .90 .40 8.0-10.5 .85-1.20 — .03 .03

E9015 B9 .08-.13 1.20 .30 8.0 8.0-10.5 .85-1.20 .15-.30 .01 .01 .25 .04 .02-.10 .02-.07

E8018 C1 .12 1.25 0.80* 2.00-2.75 — — — .03 .03

E8018 C2 .12 1.25 0.80* 3.00-3.75 — — — .03 .03

E8018 C3 .12 .40 -1.25 .80 .80-1.10 .15 .35 .05 .03 .03

E10018 D2 .15 1.65-2.00 0.80* .90 — .25-.45 — .03 .03

EXXXX G** — 1.00 Min .80 Min .50 Min .20 Min .20 Min .10 Min .03 .03 .2

E9018 M .10 .60-1.25 .80 1.40-1.80 .15 .35 .05 .030 .030

E10018M M .10 .60 -1.25 .80 1.40-1.80 .15 .35 .05 .030 .030

E11018M M .10 1.30-1.80 .60 1.25-2.50 .40 .25-.50 .05 .030 .030

E12018 M .10 1.30-2.25 .60 1.75-2.50 .30-1.50 .30-.55 .05 .030 .030

E7010 P1 .20 1.20 .60 1.00 .30 .50 .10 .030 .030

E8010 P1 .20 1.20 .60 1.00 .30 .50 .10 .030 .030

*    Amount depends on electrode classification. Single values indicate maximum.
** All G Classifications have the same chemical minimum requirements.

Position
1 Flat, Horizontal, Vertical, Overhead

2 Flat and Horizontal only

Types of Coating & Current
AWS DIGIT TYPE OF COATING WELDING CURRENT
6010 0 cellulose sodium DCEP
6011 1 cellulose potassium AC or DCEP
6022 2 titania sodium AC or DCEN
6013 3 titania potassium AC or DCEP or DCEN
7014 4 iron powder titania AC or DCEP or DCEN
7018 8 iron powder low hydrogen AC or DCEP

DCEP – Direct Current Electrode Positive
DCEN – Direct Current Electrode Negative 
AC – Alternating Current

Electrode or rod

Tensile in ksi

Solid

Chemical composition & shielding gas

ER70S-3

Mild Steel Solid Electrodes, 
GMAW, GTAW and PAW

Electrode or rod

Tensile in ksi

Solid

Chemical composition

ER80S-D2

Low Alloy Solid Electrodes, 
GMAW, GTAW and PAW

Causes and Cures 
of Common Welding Troubles 
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Welding Positions

Types of Welds

Causes and Cures 
of Common Welding Troubles 

Electrode Technical Information

Fillet

Leg

Toe
Face

Throat

Leg
Root

Toe

Groove
Groove AngleFace  

Reinforcement

Weld Size Root
Face

Root Reinforcement
Root Opening

Plug or Slot

Diameter

Arc Seam or Spot

Diameter

Surfacing

Size (Height) of Weld Surface

Flat Position

Throat of Weld–Vertical

Axis of Weld–Horizontal

(1F) (2F)

(3F)

(4F)

Horizontal Plate

Vertical Plate Axis of Weld 
Horizontal

Axis of Weld 
Vertical

Vertical Plate
Vertical Plate

Axis of Weld 
Horizontal

Horizontal Plate

Horizontal Position Vertical Position Overhead Position

Plates and Axis of Pipe–Horizontal
Plates and Axis of Pipe–Vertical

Plates Vertical 
Axis of Weld–

Vertical

(1G)
(2G) (3G)

(4G)

Plates Horizontal

(1R)
(2G) (5G)

(6G)

Pipe Shall Be Rolled While Welding

Pipes Shall Not Be Turned or Rolled While Welding

Inclined Position (45°)

Hobart Filler Metals continues to advance the science of welding, bringing new, innovative solutions 
to customers around the world. Hobart is dedicated to providing the technology, the expertise and 

the commitment to quality required to keep pace with an evolving industry.

Causes and Cures 
of Common Welding Troubles 

Porous Welds
Why
1. Excessively long or short arc length
2. Welding current too high
3. Too fast travel speed
4. Base metal surface covered with oil, grease, 

moisture, rust, mill scale, etc.
5. Wet, unclean or damaged electrode

What to Do
1. Maintain proper arc length
2. Use proper welding current
3. Reduce travel speed
4. Properly clean base metal prior to welding
5. Properly maintain and store electrode

Cracked Welds
Why
1. Insufficient weld size
2. Excessive joint restraint
3. Poor joint design and/or preparation
4. Filler metal does not match base metal
5. Rapid cooling rate
6. Base metal surface covered with oil, grease, 

moisture, rust, dirt or mill scales

What to Do
1. Adjust weld size to part thickness
2. Reduce joint restraint through proper design
3. Select the proper joint design
4. Use more ductile filler
5. Reduce cooling rate through preheat
6. Properly clean base metal prior to welding

Undercutting
Why
1. Faulty electrode manipulation
2. Welding current too high
3. Too fast travel speed
4. Arc blow

What to Do
1. Pause at each side of the weld bead when  

using a weaving technique
2. Use proper electrode angles
3. Use proper welding current for electrode size 

and welding position
4. Reduce travel speed
5. Reduce effects of arc blow

Distortion
Why
1. Improper tack welding and/or faulty joint  

preparation
2. Improper bead sequence
3. Improper set-up and fixturing
4. Excessive weld size

What to Do
1. Tack weld parts with allowance for distortion
2. Use proper bead sequencing
3. Tack or clamp parts securely
4. Make welds to specified size

Spatter
Why
1. Arc blow
2. Welding current too high
3. Too long an arc length
4. Wet, unclean or damaged electrode
5. Unclean welding surface

What to Do
1. Attempt to reduce the effect of arc blow
2. Reduce working current
3. Reduce arc length
4. Properly maintain and store electrodes
5. Clean welding surface

Lack of Fusion
Why
1. Improper travel speed
2. Welding current too low
3. Faulty joint preparation
4. Too large an electrode diameter
5. Magnetic arc blow
6. Wrong electrode angle

What to Do
1. Reduce travel speed
2. Increase welding current
3. Weld design should allow electrode accessibility 

to all surfaces within the joint
4. Reduce electrode diameter
5. Reduce effects of magnetic arc blow
6. Use proper electrode angles

Overlapping
Why
1. Too slow travel speed
2. Incorrect electrode angle
3. Too large an electrode

What to Do
1. Increase travel speed
2. Use proper electrode angles
3. Use a smaller electrode size

Poor Penetration
Why
1. Travel speed too fast
2. Welding current too low
3. Poor joint design and/or preparation
4. Electrode diameter too large
5. Wrong type of electrode
6. Excessively long arc length

What to Do
1. Decrease travel speed
2. Increase welding current
3. Increase root opening or  decrease root face
4. Use smaller electrode
5. Use electrode with deeper penetration  

characteristics
6. Reduce arc length

Magnetic Arc Blow
Why
1. Unbalanced magnetic field during welding
2. Excessive magnetism in parts or fixture

What to Do
1. Change the location of the ground connection 

on the workpiece
2. Reduce welding current and arc length
3. Use alternating current

Inclusions
Why
1. Incomplete slag removal between passes
2. Erratic travel speed
3. Too wide a weaving motion
4. Too large an electrode
5. Letting slag run ahead of arc

What to Do
1. Completely remove slag between passes
2. Use a uniform travel speed
3. Reduce width of weaving technique
4. Use a smaller electrode size for better access  

to joint
5. Increase travel speed or change electrode angle 

or reduce arc length

Common Welding Troubles
Causes and Cures of

HobartBrothers.com
©2013 Hobart Brothers Corp.
Hobart and the Hobart logo are trademarks of Illinois Tool Works, Inc.

Electrode Technical Information
Hobart Filler Metals continue to advance the science of welding, bringing new, innovative solutions to customers around 
the world. Hobart is dedicated to providing the technology, the expertise and the commitment to quality required  
to keep pace with an evolving industry.

All Weld Metal Tension Test
Tension testing involves deforming a structure to the point of 
fracture, with a gradually increasing load applied along the 
long axis of the specimen. The specimen is mounted into the 
testing machine and subjected to a load until it breaks. The 
test results are recorded on a chart as shown.

Yield and Tensile Strength
When stress is applied to a metal structure, deformation or 
yielding occurs. Yield point is defined as the stress level at 
which the metal begins to deform and will not go back to 
its original dimension. The tensile strength is the maximum 
stress that can be maintained by the structure. If the stress 
continues, fracture will result.

Impacts
Impact Testing
Impact testing ascertains the fracture characteristics of 
materials. It is used when laboratory tensile test results cannot 
be used to predict fracture behavior. One of the most common 
impact testing techniques is the Charpy method, designed to 
measure impact energy, or the toughness of the metal.

Testing Technique
The V-notch bar-shaped specimen is placed in the test 
machine where it is struck by a weighted pendulum hammer 
that deforms, cracks and fractures the specimen at the 
notch. The impact strength of a metal is then determined by 
measuring the amount of energy absorbed in the fracture.

Tension, Strength & Impact Tests
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AugmentedArc™ Augmented Reality Welding System

The industry's most realistic welding simulation system
The AugmentedArc system improves the efficiency and economy of 
classroom education with augmented reality technology that's ideal 
for beginner and intermediate-level students. Users wear a specially 
designed helmet that shows them images of the real world, 
augmented with computer-generated images of metal workpieces, 
weld arcs and weld beads. The result is a simulation that closely  
resembles live-arc welding — without using an actual arc or 
consuming wire, shielding gas or coupons.

AugmentedArc display
 •Helmet’s external optical sensor captures 
and sends images of coded devices and 
workpieces to AugmentedArc simulator
 •Simulator generates three-dimensional 
images of metal workpieces, augmenting 
them into a real-world environment
 •Display on simulator replicates the view 
inside helmet to give real-time feedback

Welding simulation screen
 •Visual graphical aids guide the user to 
achieve target parameters
 •Adherence to pre-determined or custom 
welding parameters is monitored, with 
confirmation when maintained or alerts 
when exceeded
 •Realistic arc sounds from inside helmet 
speakers accompany the visuals for a truly 
immersive experience

Post-weld feedback screen
 •User’s performance is scored, graphed 
and recorded for playback
 •Performance feedback on various 
parameters is provided
 •Video is stored and available for replay for 
student and instructor review via teacher 
software

Classroom Training Solutions

FREE Teacher Software (no fees for upgrades)
 • Teacher software is a user-friendly and flexible learning 
management system (LMS) that allows instructors to 
manage courses, content and students, and maximizes 
the usefulness of AugmentedArc welding simulators.

 • Create and manage your own welding curriculum
–  Create quizzes, theory and welding simulation 

exercises
–  Use pre-developed exercises or fully customize your 

own exercise parameters, technique and scoring 
criteria

–  Offline mode allows you to manage the content from 
anywhere

 • Manage student progress
–  Review the complete history and detailed results of 

student activities
–  View real-time results of welding simulations
–  View statistics and download reports for individual 

students or entire 
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The industry's most complete live arc welding training system
Ideal for lab training, the Miller LiveArc welding performance management system provides 
both a simulation/pre-weld setup mode as well as a live-arc training mode, allowing the user 
to gain experience and build techniques in pre-weld exercises before seamlessly transitioning 
into real welding on GMAW, FCAW and SMAW processes.

Motion Tracking Technology
Measures the operator’s adherence to pre-set technique 
parameters using advanced motion-tracking technology. 
Cameras track the movement of LEDs embedded 
in the MIG SmartGun and SMAW SmartStinger; the 
system then delivers visual feedback on the operator’s 
performance via the LiveArc system’s main display.

Assignment selection screen
 • Guides the user through a range of targeted 

exercises
 • Includes a library of assignments designed 

by Miller and the flexibility to configure 
customized assignments

 • Offers assignment completion status, history 
summary and easy access to detailed 
performance history data

Welding procedure specification 
(WPS) screen

 • Guides the user through proper selection and 
preparation of materials

 • Provides correct power source and wire 
feeder settings

 • Provides target values and limits for various 
parameters

 • Assignment parameters can be configured to 
suit the skill level (and scoring potential) of 
the user

 • Displays instructor-determined target score 
and assignment completion criteria

Post-weld feedback screen
 • Data is provided following tests in both 

simulation and live-arc modes
 • Performance feedback on various parameters 

is provided
 • All test data is stored and allows for 

monitoring and evaluation

LiveArc™ Welding Performance Management System

Weld Lab Training Solutions
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Weld Lab Product Offerings
u Education Discount Program: Educational pricing for Welding and Safety Equipment and Filler 
Metals. Call your local distributor for special pricing

Welding and Cutting Solutions
Miller offers a wide variety of “easy-to-use” solutions for learners to the most skilled welder. 
Multiprocess systems have become a key solution for many education and training institutions across 
the country. Miller offers a complete line of multiprocess solutions for MIG, Stick, and TIG processes 
like the Multimatic® 220, 255 and Dynasty® 280 multiprocess.

Multiprocess Welding Solutions for 
GMAW, FCAW, SMAW, and GTAW
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Welding Automation and Safety Products

ASK your Miller Distributor about our Student Discount on Miller PPE including helmets!

Weld Fume

FILTAIR® 130 FILTAIR® Capture 5

PerformArc™ 250M 
Miller PerformArc 250M. All-in-one, small footprint, 
palletized, robotic welding training system. With 
manual 60” turn-table, 250 lb. capacity per side. 
Learn robot programming & welding (CV & Pulse), two 
station system operation, how to balance weld time 
with load/unload, system safety.  All on a real world 
industrial robotic system.

Offline Programming Software DTPS 
Miller Offline Programming Software (DTPS).  Program 
and learn robotic welding from a PC. Using a virtual 
CAD replica of the PA250M create programs that test 
students on program syntax and correct weld proce-
dures (travel angle, work angle, stickout ect.). Watch 
a simulated run through of created programs, with 
the ability to run them on the real world system.

Mobile

FILTAIR® 
SWX-S Dual

Stationary

FILTAIR® 4000

Centralized

Welding Protection
Miller offers a wide range of personal protection 
and safety products for head, face, hand and body 
including helmets, eye wear, respirators, apparel, 
and gloves.
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